d e a Depolarizing voltage steps in cell-attached mode b c (pA) GCaMP cell patch pipette voltage Supplementary Figure 1 Fibre photometry methodology and calcium recordings. (a) Detailed schematic of the in vivo fibre photometry set-up. (b) Top, schematic for recording GCaMP6s signals while varying and recording firing rate of individual neurons in vitro (see Methods). Bottom, example of two frames from a video recording from the cell illustrated in (c). Fluorescence is reported in raw pixel values and the position of the recording/stimulating pipette is indicated with dashed lines. The numbers correspond to sweeps in (c) (representative example of 5 MCH-GCaMP6s cells). (c) Typical example of simultaneous cell-attached and fluorescence recording from an MCH cell stimulated by depolarizing voltage steps of increasing intensity (representative example of 5 cells, see Methods). Fluorescence intensity here is average intensity (pixel values) of the recorded cell per video-frame. (d) Examples of the relationship between GCaMP6s signal and action potential firing in four different MCH-GCaMP6s cells. Percent fluorescence was calculated from raw signals such as that shown in (c) as Δ / 0 × 100, where 0 is fluorescence at the beginning of the depolarizing pulse and Δ is the difference in fluorescence between the end and the beginning of that same pulse. (e) Change in GCaMP6s fluorescence by firing frequency for 5 MCH-GCaMP6s cells, obtained from the slope of the linear fit of data such as those shown in (d). The median value (orange line) represents a 1.4% fluorescence increase for every 1 Hz increase in cell firing. a 50% dF/F 10 m/s 1 min
GCaMP6s signals aligned to novel object area entry (nose within 2 cm from object edges), in the experiment shown in Fig. 2a ,b. The data are binned into one-minute bouts as indicated in Fig. 2b . Red lines are linear regression fits: Pearson's = 0.71 (MCH) and −0.54 (OH). 
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